
 

Andrea Denver
Professional fashion model

Be yourself; everyone else is already taken 
- Oscar Wilde -

Interesting facts

Languages 
Andrea Denver speaks 
fluent Italian and English 
and conversational German

Andrea Denver is COO of 
Fitness and Fashion and has 
partecipated in different 
online workout coaching 
platforms.

Andrea Denver has cultivated 
his love of music into Djing. 
He has starting Djing at 1oak 
and Up and Down, some of 
Manhattan's hottest music 
venues. He is currently in the 
studio co-producing original 
music

Andrea enjoys soccer and 
basketball, staying fit in gym, 
traveling, music and 
fashion. 

About me
Andrea Denver was born in Verona, Italy, and is twenty-six years old. 

He is an Italian supermodel that has modeled for Ralph Lauren, Hugo Boss, 
Brooks Brothers, Tommy Hilfiger, Abercrombie & Fitch, Mac Cosmetics, Daks 
London, Daks Sport, Longines, Colcci Brazil, 2Xist, Diadora amongst others.

He has been the highlighted model for editorials in magazines such as Men’s 
Health, L’Offiiciel Hommes, Lui Magazine, Risbel and many more.
Exploring other mediums of creative expression, Andrea Denver has been 
featured in Taylor Swift’s music video, “Blank Space” which received Two 
Billions YouTube Views and Jennifer Lopez’s music video “I Luv Ya Papi.”

This supermodel is more than meets the eyes.  He holds a degree in 
Communication Science from the University of Verona and loves to read 
classic literature.   He has a passion for fitness, fashion, music, art, and self-
improvement.  Andrea Denver has cultivated an audience of 1.2 million 
followers on instagram and has become an avid social media influencer and 
brand ambassador.  
His Instagram profile is @AndreaDenver3.

Andrea Denver is represented by the leading agencies including: Soul
Artist Management NYC, Wilhelmina Miami, Wilhelmina Los Angeles,
DManagment Milan, PMA Germany, Next UK, KULT Australia, and UNO Spain.

Find more https://models.com/models/andrea-denver
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More than 1.2 millions of 
followers on Instagram

An initiative to a growing 
business relationship

Both of us will benefit with an active 
cooperation, the terms of which are, of 
course, to be discussed

Contact: andenver@hotmail.it

And many more

If you would like him featured on 
yours please inquire.




